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Science Cellular Processes Year 9 Term 5

respiration the chemical process that 
releases energy for life 
processes

aerobic a process that involves 
oxygen

glucose a monomer of the 
carbohydrate starch

mitochondria a subcellular structure 
where aerobic respiration 
takes place

anaerobic a process that does not involve 
oxygen

cytoplasm the jelly like substance that fills 
the cell, where anaerobic 
respiration takes place

lactic acid a waste product that is produced 
from anaerobic respiration

waste 
product

any substances that are 
produced in a reaction that are 
not the desired product

Aerobic Respiration Word Equation

glucose + oxygen  carbon dioxide + water

Aerobic Respiration Symbol Equation
C6H12O6 + 6O2  6CO2 + 6H2O

Anaerobic Respiration (in animals)

Glucose  lactic acid

specimen a sample used for analysis

iodine a stain used to visualise plant 
cells

methylene 
blue

a stain used to visualise animal 
cells

cover slip a thin square piece of 
glass/plastic used to cover the 
specimen for protection

microscope 
slide

a platform to view specimens 

image size = actual size x magnification

magnification = eye piece x objective
lens             lens

root the part of the plant that 
absorbs water and minerals

leaf part of the plant which is 
specialised for photosynthesis

photosynthesis a series of chemical reactions 
in a plant to produce glucose 

stomata small openings on the lower 
surface of a leaf  where gas 
exchange occurs

chloroplasts the site of photosynthesis

Photosynthesis Word Equation
carbon dioxide + water  glucose + oxygen
Photosynthesis Symbol Equation
6CO2 + 6H2O  C6H12O6 + 6O2

sucrose stored in fruit

starch food store – polymer of glucose

cellulose used in the formation of cell walls

proteins for growth and repair of cells

fats and 
oils

food store for growth and cell wall 
production

limiting factor a factor or condition 
that prevents the rate of 
reaction from increasing

carbon dioxide 
concentration

increasing carbon dioxide 
concentration increases the 
rate of photosynthesis until the 
maximum rate is reached

temperature increasing temperature 
increases the rate of 
photosynthesis until the 
enzymes denature

light intensity                                                                                                              increasing light intensity 
increases the rate of 
photosynthesis until the 
maximum rate is reached


